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KEY GOVERNANCE
EVENTS IN 2021

25 February
Resignation Mr. Salman Abdulghani, Vice Chairman of the Board
for personal reasons, and appointment of Mr. Yousef Al Mana
to replace him as Vice Chairman.

23 March
Appointment of Ms. Fulya Plas as Chief Risk Officer of the Bank.

12 April
Abdulrahman Totonji appointed as Chief Executive Officer
and appointment of Mr. Rajesh Bansal as Chief Financial Officer
(with effect from 14 June 2021).
The Extraordinary General Assembly was convened to approve
the amendment of the Articles of Association and the Corporate
Governance Framework of the Bank.

22 June
Appointment of Mrs. Rita El Helou as
Head of Legal, Compliance and Board Secretary.

22 September
QFB’s Extraordinary General Assembly held and resolved
to increase the nominal issued share capital of the Bank.
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CHAIRMAN’S
GOVERNANCE
STATEMENT
Dear shareholders,
I am pleased to present the Board’s Annual Report on
Corporate Governance for 2021.
The Board of Directors recognizes the importance of
having a solid framework that upholds the key principles
of governance, especially after the COVID-19 crisis altered
our basic understanding of the economy. During the past
year, the Board of Directors of Qatar First Bank adopted an
effective governance system aiming to achieve two primary
goals: mitigating the impact of the crisis in order to ensure
business continuity and achieving an institutional reform in
order to pave the way for a better future.
As such, the Board of Directors, having placed a great deal
of importance on maintaining the principles of governance
as they were laid out by applicable laws and regulations,
took the initiative of amending its statute in line with said
principles to ensure fair dealing with all relevant parties,
increase operational efficiency and raise the Bank’s overall
professional credibility.
Under these new changes, the functions of the Board of
Directors and its Committees are subject to annual review to
ensure that they remain compliant with the latest regulatory
requirements and best practices of Governance at all times.
These steps that were taken by the Board are a testimony to
its commitment to instill within Qatar First Bank a culture
based on sound and effective corporate values and guided by
reasonable and constructive principles of governance.
The Board is also well aware of the importance of applying
the principles and standards of governance, and the
consequent adoption of professional and ethical standards
in all transactions, and it recognizes how essential it is to
remain compliant with the principles of transparency and the
accurate and timely disclosure of information.
The Board of Directors is committed to working on
deepening and developing the efficiency of the Bank’s
operations in order to strengthen the trust and confidence
that shareholders and stakeholders place in the Bank’s
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overall performance. Our governance framework reflects an
approach consistent with the Bank’s strategy and is subject
to periodic review by the Board of Directors. The Bank,
with all its entities represented by the Board of Directors,
management and all employees, is held responsible for
ensuring the implementation of the governance framework
and its procedures. Accordingly, the Board and its
Committees determine the business strategy and set control
frameworks and internal controls, while the management
ensures the implementation of governance through a strong
system of policies and procedures approved by the Board,
and employees are committed to following and applying the
requirements of governance in their daily work activities.
Concurrently, for the financial year ended on 31 December
2021, the Board of Directors confirms that QFB is compliant
with the Corporate Governance requirements outlined in the
Governance Code for Companies and Legal Entities Listed
in the Main Market No. (5) of 2016 issued by Qatar Financial
Markets Authority, and the Governance and Controlled
Functions Regulation of 2020 issued by Qatar Financial
Centre Regulatory Authority.
The Board also confirms that QFB is compliant with the
applicable rules and regulations relevant to its business and
to being a listed entity on Qatar Stock Exchange including
its compliance with the Offering and Listing of Securities
Rulebook issued by Qatar Financial Markets Authority, as
amended from time.
We allocate a significant degree of care and diligence to
every detail that goes into this report because we are aware
of how important disclosure and transparency are to our
customers and investors is, and we vow to you, our esteemed
shareholders, that our governance practices shall always
be adjusted to meet the ever-growing needs of the Bank
and its investors.

Sheikh Faisal bin Thani Al Thani
Chairman of the Board

1.

INTRODUCTION

This Corporate Governance Report presents the corporate
governance model and system adopted by Qatar First Bank
LLC (Public) (“Bank” or “QFB”). QFB’s corporate governance
system is consistent with the principles contained in the
Governance Code for Companies and Legal Entities Listed
in the Main Market No. (5) of 2016 (“QFMA Corporate
Governance Code”) issued by Qatar Financial Markets
Authority (“QFMA”), the Governance and Controlled
Functions Regulation of 2020 issued by Qatar Financial
Centre Regulatory Authority (“QFCRA”), and the applicable
rules and regulations relevant to its business and to being
a listed entity on Qatar Stock Exchange (“QSE”) including
the Offering and Listing of Securities Rulebook issued by
Qatar Financial Markets Authority as amended from time to
which the Bank has adhered to. QFB is aware that an efficient
corporate governance system is one of the essential elements
for achieving its strategic objectives and the interests of its
shareholders and other stakeholders. It is key to highlight
that throughout the year ended 31 December 2021, QFB
has been in compliance with the provisions of the QFMA
Corporate Governance Code as set out in Article 3 of the
mentioned code. QFB has also complied with the disclosure
requirements of Qatar Exchange (“QE”), including the
disclosure of the quarterly, semi-annual and annual accounts,
immediate announcement to the market of price-sensitive
information, and disclosure of the notice of the Annual
General Assembly, according to the deadlines specified
by QE regulations. QFB will continue next year to apply
further enhancements on its corporate governance
framework as it continues to grow its business and target
new strategic achievements.

2. CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK
QFB’s Board of Directors is committed to have a corporate
governance framework that ensures that processes are in
place to maintain an environment with efficient oversight
and clear accountability in order to retain the trust of the
Bank’s shareholders, customers, employees, regulators and
other stakeholders. This has been achieved by a Corporate
Governance Manual that was approved by the Board
with clearly defined responsibilities and efficient internal
controls. In addition, the Board has approved a transparent
decision-making process with clear reporting lines and
responsibilities, along with efficient policies to manage
stakeholder accountability, related party transactions,
conflicts of interest, disclosure and transparency, business
practices and ethics. The corporate governance culture
at QFB is characterized by accountability, integrity,
transparency, compliance and risk awareness.

Compliance with the Corporate Governance Regulations
During the year 2021, QFB continued to enhance its
corporate governance practices to adapt to the evolving
business and strategic directions of the Bank and the
changing regulatory environment. QFB’s Articles of
Association (“AOA”), Corporate Governance Manual
which include Board and Board Committees Charters were
reviewed and updated to ensure alignment with applicable
regulations and the Bank’s business, including the QFMA
Corporate Governance Code and the Governance and
Controlled Functions Regulation of 2020 issued by Qatar
Financial Centre Regulatory Authority. The detailed
Corporate Governance Report 2021 is an attachment to the
Bank’s Annual Report and forms an integral part of it. This
report is presented to shareholders for approval at the Bank’s
AGA in 2022 and it can be viewed on the Bank’s website
www.qfb.com.qa

3. OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE
AND SHAREHOLDERS
On this Report Date, the issued and paid up share capital
of QFB amounts to QAR 700,000,000 (Qatari Riyals seven
hundred million), and is represented by 700,000,000 ordinary
shares with a nominal value of QAR 1 (One Qatari Riyal) per
share.
On 22 September 2021, the Extraordinary General Assembly
(“EGM”) of QFB’s shareholders resolved to increase the
Bank’s nominal issued share capital from QAR 700,000,000
(Qatari Riyals Seven Hundred million Qatari Riyals) up to
QAR 1,120,000,000 (Qatari Riyals one billion one hundred
and twenty million), representing an increase of 60% from
the current nominal issued share capital of the Bank within
a period of one year from the date of the EGM, by way of
offering 420,000,000 (four hundred and twenty million) new
ordinary shares. The minutes of the EGM meeting of 12 April
can be found on the Bank’s website (www.qfb.com.qa) .
The Shareholders of QFB can exercise their statutory
rights through participation in the general assembly. As
per the Articles of Association of QFB, the Annual General
Assembly (“AGA”) shall be held before the end of April.
Resolutions by the AGA are made by voting, with right to
approve or object to the items listed on the agenda of the
AGA if they think that such item is not in the interest of
the shareholders or the Bank. All shareholders, including
minor shareholders, may have the right to appoint a proxy to
represent them at the AGA. The AGA’s resolutions include:
• Adoption of the yearly income statement and balance
sheet
• Election of the Board of Directors and remuneration for
Board members, including for committee work (if any)
• Discharge from liability for Board members
• Election of the Auditor and approval of their
remuneration
• Approval of Dividends (if any)
• Approval of the Annual Report and
the Corporate Governance report.
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3.1

Major Shareholders

As of 31 December 2021, the following shareholders owned
more than 5% of the Bank’s shares:
Shareholder

Number of Shares

Ownership
Percentage

Al Zubarah
Real Estate
Investment
Company
W.L.L.

105,000,000

15%

Borooq
Trading
Company
W.L.L.

70,000,000

Shift W.L.L

35,029,600

3.2

10%

•
•
3.3

5%

Shareholders’ Rights

Shareholders’ register (upon request)
Board member information (available on the website).
Articles of Association (available on the website).
Instruments creating a charge or right on the
Bank’s assets.
Annual Report which is submitted to the General
Assembly on a yearly basis (available on the website).
Any other document submitted to the General Assembly
(available on the website).
Annual General Assembly 2021

The 2021 AGA was held virtually by videoconference due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. The AGA was held on 05 April
2021 in Doha - Qatar. A total of 22 shareholders attended the
meeting (in person or by proxy), owning 361,234,507 shares
in the Bank and representing about 51.6 per cent of the share
capital of the Bank.
3.4
Access to Information, Dividend Distribution,
and Right to Extraordinary Decisions
QFB ensures that the Bank’s shareholders have timely access
to the information through the Bank’s website
or by contacting QFB’s Investor Relations.
Additionally, the Bank’s AOA and Dividend Policy sets out
the terms and conditions for the distribution of profits, which
are in accordance with the applicable laws. The audited
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requirements and practices and are committed to corporate
responsibility extending beyond our direct stakeholders.

Furthermore, QFB’s Articles of Association guarantees the
rights of the shareholders, in particular, the minorities in the
event where the Bank enters into major transactions, change
in capital structure, and other matters as stipulated in the
AOA of the Bank.

The following provides information on the members of
the Board of Directors and on the professional history and
education of each member:

4. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board of Directors of QFB is entrusted with the overall
strategy and direction of the Bank and with the supervision
of its management.
4.1

The shareholders’ rights are protected by the QFC’s
Companies Regulation of 2005, as amended from time to
time, the Articles of Association of the Bank, QFB’s Board
charter, the QFMA Governance Code, and other applicable
rules and regulations. In accordance with the procedures
described in the Articles of Association, the Bank makes
available the following documents to the shareholders:
•
•
•
•

financial statements presented to the AGA for endorsement
determines if profits would be distributed.

Board Composition

The Board consists of seven directors, with at least one-third
of them being independent members and the majority being
non-executive members. The strategic shareholders of the
Bank may, according to the Articles of Association (“AOA”)
of the Bank appoint two members of the Board, including
the Chairman who is at all times appointed by Al Zubara
Real Estate Investment Company LLC. The remaining
board members are elected by secret ballot at the Annual
General Assembly (“AGA”) of the shareholders. Elected and
appointed directors shall serve for a term of three years and
shall be eligible for re-election.
Each of the Bank’s 7 Directors elected at the AGA in 2019
began their respective three-year term of office with effect
from and including 22 April 2019. The next election of the
Board is due at the AGA to be held in 2022 in respect of
the financial year beginning 1 January 2022. Following the
resignation of Mr. Salman Abdulghani on 25/02/2021 the
Board unanimously voted to approve the appointment of
Mr. Mohamed Yousef Al Mana as Vice Chairman to replace
Mr. Abdulghani. The Nomination, Remuneration and
Corporate Governance Committee of the Board has set
policies and procedures for the Board election, which
were reviewed and approved by QFB’s Board of Directors.
4.2

Directors’ Qualifications

According to QFB’s Board Charter, the Board should
consist of professional and competent members with a broad
range of commercial skills, leadership skills in shaping and
directing strategy, and general understanding
of banking activities and corporate governance issues.
They shall also have appropriate professional qualifications
and proven record of success that enable them to bring useful
expertise to the Board’s discussions and decisions and to
make meaningful contributions to QFB’s strategy
and policies with effective oversight of the proper
functioning of the Management.
QFB’s board members exhibit high integrity, strong
alignment with shareholders and are actively focused on
value creation with a commitment to the long-term success
of QFB. They also have knowledge of corporate governance

H.E. Sheikh Faisal bin Thani Al Thani
Chairman
Appointed in 2019 for a term of three years
Representing Al Zubara Real Estate Investment Company
LLC (“Al Zubara”)
Number of shares owned: 0 (0 %)
Number of shares owned by Al Zubara: 105.000.000 (15 %)
H.E. Sheikh Faisal bin Thani Al Thani has occupied the
position of Chairman of QFB’s Board of Directors since
April 2019. He has also been serving as the Chairman of
Ooredoo Group’s Board of Directors since March 2020,
and he is currently a board member of Qatar Insurance
Company. His Excellency is well-known for his wide range
of experience in holding leadership positions, as he is
also currently acting as the Chief of Asia-Pacific & Africa
Investments at Qatar Investment Authority. Additionally,
His Excellency has extensive experience in investments,
banking, telecommunication, real estate development
and construction. Sheikh Faisal bin Thani Al Thani
holds bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from
Marymount University in Arlington Virginia, US, and a
Master’s in Business Administration from HEC Paris in
Doha, Qatar.
Mr. Mohamed Yousef Al Mana
Vice Chairman
Non-Executive Member - Elected in 2019 for a term of three
years
Representing all shareholders
Number of shares owned: 7000 (0.01 %)
Mr. Al Mana has been a QFB Board member since April
2019, operating within its ARCC, Executives and NRCGC
Committees. Mr. Al Mana has extensive experience in
security and defense in the public sector occupying various
security and enforcement roles with the Qatari Police and the
Ministry of Internal Affairs. Mr. Al Mana is an avid champion
of the weight-lifting sport in Qatar, a member
of the Arab Olympic Committee and the first vice president
of the Qatar Olympic Committee. He is also a member of
the Shura Council and the Chairman of the Economic and
Financial Affairs Committee within the Shura Council.
Mr. Al Mana holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Homeland Security
from the Academy of Homeland Security in Doha, Qatar.
Mr. Abdel Latif Al Sada
Non-Executive - Independent Member
Elected in 2019 for a term of three years
Representing all shareholders
Number of shares owned: 0 (0%)
Mr. Al Sada has been a QFB Board member since April 2019
and he currently chairs the Nomination, Remuneration, and

Corporate Governance Committee (“NRCGC”). Mr. Al Sada
has extensive experience in accounting, auditing, and
administration gained in the public sector, and he is currently
serving as the Head of Human Affairs at the Amiri Diwan.
Mr. Al Sada holds an Accounting Diploma from the College
of Technology in Doha, Qatar, and a Bachelor’s Degree from
the Higher Institute of Cooperative and Administrative
Studies in Egypt.
Mr. Ibrahim Al Jaidah
Non-Executive - Independent Member since incorporation
Re-elected in 2019 for a term of three years
Representing all shareholders
Number of shares owned: 1.864.839 (0.266 %)
Mr. Al Jaidah has been a QFB Board member since April
2019, operating within its Executive Committee. Mr.
Al Jaidah has extensive experience in urban planning,
construction, real estate development and design. He
currently serves
as the Group Chief Executive Officer and Chief Architect
of the Arab Engineering Bureau which has branches
spanning across Doha, Muscat, Manilla, and Kuala Lumpur.
Mr. Al Jaidah holds Bachelor’s Degree in Environmental
Design and Architecture from the University of Oklahoma
in Norman, Oklahoma, in the US.
Mr. Mohammed Al Hajiri
Non-Executive Member since incorporation
Re-elected in 2019 for a term of three years
Representing all shareholders
Number of shares owned: 63.700 (0.009 %)
Mr. Al Hajiri has been a QFB Board member since April
2019, operating within its NRCGC Committee. Mr. Al Hajiri
has a robust career in economic research working for the
Qatari Government and he is currently serving as the Head
of Political and Economic Research at the Amiri Diwan.
Mr. Al Hajiri holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Economics and
Management from Qatar University, and he has earned an
Economics Certificate from the London School of Economics
and Political Science, and an Economics and Strategic
Studies Certificate from Harvard University.
Dr. Mohammed Al Qahtani
Non-Executive Member
Elected in 2019 for a term of three years
Representing all shareholders
Number of shares owned: 2.068.646 (0.296 %)
Dr Al Qahtani has been a QFB Board member since 2019,
operating within its ARCC Committee. Dr. Al Qahtani has
acquired an extensive experience in consumer goods, oil and
gas, real estate, and construction after working for several
large Qatari companies including Al Meera, Qatar Market,
and Qatar Gas. Dr Al Qahtani holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
Law from Beirut Arab University in Muscat, Oman, a Master’s
Degree in International Commercial Law from Northumbria
University in Newcastle, UK, and a PhD in Int ernational
Commercial Law from Durham University in Durham, UK.
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Mr. Salem Al Marri
Non-Executive - Independent Member
Elected in 2019 for a term of three years
Representing all shareholders
Number of shares owned: 0 (0%)
Mr. Al Marri has been a QFB Board member since April 2019,
and he currently chairs the Audit, Risk, and Compliance
Committee (“ARCC”). Mr. Al Marri has extensive experience
in finance, auditing, management within several sectors
including banking, defense, real estate, petrochemistry,
oil and gas, and he is currently serving as the Director of
Finance and Administration at Barzan Holding. Mr. Al Marri
holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting and Finance from
Qatar University, a Masters’ Degree in Islamic Finance
from Hamad bin Khalifa University Qatar, and a Master’s
in Business Administration from HEC Paris, Doha, Qatar.
4.3
Independent Members
A director will be considered to be independent for the
purposes of service on the Board and any Board Committee,
if that Director satisfies the standards adopted by the Board
to determine the independence status of a director including
but not limited to:
- To be independent from the Management;
- Not to be an employee or member of a board of directors
or owner or partner or a large shareholder of a consultant
employed by the Bank, including the external auditor of
the Bank;
- Not to be a first-degree relative or a representative of any
board member or senior executive manager of the Bank
QFB’s independent members satisfy the independent
directorship criteria as stipulated under the AOA
of the Bank and the applicable corporate governance
laws and regulations.
4.4

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Chairman

According to QFB’s AOA, the Chairman is at all times
appointed by Al Zubara Real Estate Investment Company LLC.
During 2021, the Chairman continued to provide leadership for
all aspects of the Board’s activities and ensure that the Board
meets its commitments in compliance with the applicable laws
and regulations and that all the resolutions adopted by the
Board are effectively implemented.
The AOA of the Bank stipulates that the Vice Chairman shall
replace the Chairman if the latter is prevented in any other
way from fulfilling his duties and responsibilities. The role of
the Chairman includes, among others:
• To be primarily responsible for the activities of the Board
and its Committees.
• To act as the spokesman for the Board and a principal
contact for the CEO, ensuring that regular meetings
are held with the CEO to discuss updates on the
Bank’s business.
• To chair and coordinate the Board meetings, ensure that
appropriate issues are addressed in a timely manner and
attend to the affairs of the Board externally.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•

To maintain regular contact with the Board, and consult
with them on strategy, business development and risk
management of the Bank.
To ensure the proper and effective functioning
of the Board.
To coordinate the agenda, information packages and
related events for Board meetings in conjunction with
the Board Secretary.
To approve the agenda of the Board meeting, taking into
consideration matters proposed by any board member.
To encourage all Board members to collectively and
effectively participate in dealing with the Board affairs to
ensure that the Board is working with its responsibilities
to achieve the best interest of the Bank.
To make all data, information, documents and records of
the Bank, and of the Board and its Committees, available
for Board Members and ensure Board receives proper
information including:
• Information on QFB’s business, strategy and affairs.
• Information and resources required to fulfill the
Board’s responsibilities, including regular updates
from the CEO, as well as executive management
on all issues important to the welfare and future
of the Bank
• Management strategies, plans, policies and key
performance indicators.
To create effective communication channels with the
shareholders and make their opinions heard to the Board.
To allow effective participation of the non-executive
board members in particular, and promote constructive
relations between executive, non-executive and
independent Board Members.
To build consensus and develop teamwork within
the Board to foster a constructive and harmonious
relationship between the Board and Management.
To keep the members constantly informed about
the implementation of the provisions of the QFMA
Corporate Governance Code. To this end, the Chairman
may authorize another Board Committee to follow up on
this matter.
To ensure that the Board has a process for assessing its
own performance, and the performance of its Committees
and the individual directors. The task to conduct the
performance assessment is delegated to the Nomination
and Remuneration Committee and the results are
reported to the Board.
To chair The Annual General Assembly meetings and
ensure these meetings are efficiently and effectively
organized with the assistance of the Board Secretary,
and that the shareholders are adequately informed
of the performance of the Bank.
To ensure that all directors are offered regular training in
addition to initial induction, and that the annual budget
includes an allocation for board trainings.
To maintain high levels of corporate governance
standards within QFB in line with local regulations
and better practices.
To ensure the implementation of the Disclosure and
Communication Policy of the Bank.
To sign the Annual Report and Corporate Governance
Report of the Bank.

4.5

Board Meetings

4.5.2

4.5.1

Company Secretary:

The Board may be called to a meeting and a Board
meeting shall be held at least six times in each year at
the principal office of the Bank or any such place as the
Directors may determine. Additional ad hoc meetings
may be called as required.

The Board shall appoint a Board/Company Secretary
to organize the meetings of the Board and Board C
ommittees in addition to other tasks as approved by
the Board. All board members shall have direct access
to the Company Secretary.
On 22 June 2021, the Board issued a resolution to appoint
Mrs. Rita El Helou to the role of Company Secretary, as a
replacement of her precedent. Mrs. Helou serves also as the
Head of Legal & Compliance for the Bank, with over 11 years
of experience in legal, compliance and corporate governance.
Prior to joining QFB, she served as Head of Legal at
Vodafone Qatar. Her main functions as Company Secretary
can be summarized as follows:
1. Drafting minutes of Board and Board Committees’
meetings, and keeping records of all minutes and
resolutions passed by the Board and its Committees
in a special log to facilitate follow up on the matters
requiring action.
2. Keep paper and electronic records of all resolutions
passed by circulation and all communications and
correspondence related to Board affairs.
3. Coordinate and work closely with the Chairman of
the Board and the respective chairman of each Board
Committee to prepare and organize meetings, agendas
and paperwork related to the meetings, as well as to
facilitate communication with the other Directors and
members of the executive management.
4. Sending invitations on behalf of the Chairman to all
board members and participants to attend the Board or
Board Committees’ meetings, and receiving Directors’
requests to add any items on the agenda;
5. Facilitate timely access to all information, documents,
and data pertaining to the Company to all Directors;
6. Arrange to receive Directors’ acknowledgments
related to the segregation of duties pursuant to
the relevant laws and the provisions of the QFMA
Corporate Governance Code.

4.5.3

Frequency of meetings:

Attendance and Quorum:

1. Board members are expected to prepare adequately,
attend and participate at Board and Board Committee
meetings.
2. Members who fail to attend more than three consecutive
meetings without an excuse accepted by the Board shall
be considered as having resigned.
3. The Board and each Board Committee shall be in
quorum if majority of the Members are in attendance.
A Board or a Board Committee member may also attend
by written proxy issued to an attending Board Member.
No Member shall deputize for more than one Director
and the Director acting as a proxy for another Director
shall have two votes. Proxies shall be duly recorded in
the Minutes of the meeting and records maintained with
the Company Secretary.
4. The Board and its Committees pass their resolutions
by a simple majority. In case of equal division of votes,
the Chairman of the Board or, in his absence, the Vice
Chairman shall cast the deciding vote. The Chairmen
of the Board Committees shall not have a casting vote.
5. The Chief Executive Officer and the Company Secretary
shall attend each Board meeting with no voting
rights. Other persons may be invited to attend when
addressing specific matters at Board meetings, subject
to Chairman’s approval.
In 2021, the Board held the following meetings:
Date of Board
Meeting

Director’s Attendance

25/02/2021

6 members, including the Chairman
and one Proxy

12/04/2021

All members

16/06/2021

All members

11/08/2021

All members

27/10/2021

All members

08/12/2021

6 members, including the Chairman
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4.8

The attendance of the Directors at Board meetings and Board
Committees’ meetings in 2021 were as follows:
Director’s Name

BOD1
Meetings

EXCOM2
Meetings

ARCC3
Meetings

NRCGC4
Meetings

6 meetings

1 meeting

6 meetings

3 meetings

H.E. Sheikh Faisal bin Thani Al Thani,
Chairman

6/6

1/1

NA

NA

Mr. Mohamed Yousef Al Mana,
Vice Chairman

5/6

0/1

5/6

5/6

Mr. Salem Al Marri

6/6

NA

6/6

NA

Mr. Abdel Latif Al Sada

6/6

NA

NA

6/6

Mr. Ibrahim Al Jaidah

6/6

1/1

NA

NA

Mr. Mohammed Al Hajiri

6/6

NA

NA

6/6

Dr Mohammed Al Qahtani

6/6

NA

6/6

NA

1 BOD: Board of Directors
2 EXCOM: Executive Committee
3 ARCC: Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee
4 NRCGC: Nomination, Remuneration and Corporate Governance Committee
The main decisions taken by the Board in 2021
are as follows:
4.6

Appointment of Mr. Abdulrahman Totonji as Chief
Executive Officer of the Bank.
Appointment of Mr. Rajesh Bansal as Chief Finance
Officer of the Bank
Recommend the Extraordinary General Assembly to
approve a capital increase proposal
Approval and review of various policies including:
risk policies, HR policy, Internal Audit Charter,
AML policies, and other policies.
Approval of a new strategy for the Bank
Approval of the exit of PE investment fund
External Advice

QFB’s Board and each Board Committee may seek, at the
Bank’s expense, appropriate independent professional advice
as and when it considers necessary.
4.7

Board Performance Review

QFB’s Board of Directors comply with its Board and
Board Committees Performance Policy which outline the
parameters of assessing the Board’s role in exercising
accountability towards its stakeholders and examining the
role and responsibilities of the Board and Board Committees
and how effectively they are fulfilled.
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The Board has implemented a process for evaluating its
performance on a continuing basis. This evaluation requires
the assessment of the Board, its Committees, and each
individual director. The Board members have completed
an annual self-assessment form for the year 2021 indicating
their contribution and interaction within the Board and
the Committees, the quality of their output as well as their
understanding of their role within the Board and Board
Committees. Furthermore, the assessment indicated their
opinion and satisfaction on the Board/Committee structure,
operations, interactions as well as roles and responsibilities.
The results of these evaluations have been reported to the
full Board, and there will be a follow-up on any issues and
concerns that emerged from the assessment.
Furthermore, the Board has also completed an annual
assessment of the senior management. The results
reflected continued satisfaction with the Executive
Management’s performance.
The NRCGC reviewed the results of all performance reviews
and submitted its report to the Board to discuss and evaluate
the overall performance of the Board and its sub-committees
during 2021 in accordance with the requirements of the
QFMA Corporate Governance Code. The Board concluded
that the Board and its subcommittees embody the desired
culture and values of the Bank.

Development & Learning

The Board Induction and Training Policy is part of the
Corporate Governance Manual which was approved by
the Annual General Assembly to ensure that Directors
and Board Committees Members are provided with
an induction program and continued development and
learning programs.
In preparation of the new Board election which will take place
in 2022, QFB has also included in its Induction and Training
Policy a plan for the new directors to inform them about the
functioning of the Board and its sub-committees, the Bank’s
overall activities and business and to provide them with an
overview of their duties and obligations under the applicable
laws and regulations and the Bank’s AOA. Additionally,
the Directors perform their duties autonomously and with
competence, and they are aware of the responsibilities
pertaining to their role. They are also kept periodically
informed by the competent business functions about the
principal regulatory and self-regulatory changes affecting
the Bank and the performance of their duties.
4.9

Segregation of Duties

QFB ensures that the roles of the Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer are separated to promote overall board
independence while allowing the CEO to focus on the
everyday demands of managing the Bank. This helps the
Board to provide a better and more balanced governance
structure by enabling more effective supervision of the
management. The roles of the Chairman and the CEO
are held by different persons and are clearly defined and
approved by the Board at QFB.
During the year ended 31 December 2021, QFB was fully
compliant with Article 7 of the QFMA Corporate Governance
Code whereas none of the members of the Board is a director
on more than 3 local public companies’ boards and none of
them is a chairman or vice chairman on more than two public
companies’ boards. All QFB Board members sign an annual
Independence and Conflict of Interest Declaration that is
maintained by the Company Secretary as part of the Board
records.
The Board members of QFB assume the following positions
at QFB and other public companies:

Mr. Mohamed
Yousef Al
Mana

• Vice Chairman
of the Board
• Member of
EXCOM
• Member of
ARCC2
• Member of
NRCG3

• Member of the Arab
Olympic Committee
• Member of the Shura
Council
• Chairman of the
Economic and Financial
Affairs Committee of the
Shura Council.

Mr. Salem
Al Marri

• Member of the
Board
• Member of
ARCC

• Director of Finance and
Administration at Barzan
Holding

Mr. Abdel Latif
Al Sada

• Member of the
Board
• Member of
NRCGC

• Head of Human Affairs
at the Amiri Diwan

Mr. Ibrahim
Al Jaidah

• Member of the
Board
• Member of
EXCOM

• Group Chief Executive
Officer and Chief
Architect of the Arab
Engineering Bureau.

Mr.
Mohammed Al
Hajiri

• Member of the
Board
• Member of
NRCGC

• Head of Political and
Economic Research
at the Amiri Diwan

Dr Mohammed
Al Qahtani

• Member of the
Board
• Member of
ARCC

NA

1 EXCOM: Executive Committee of the Board
2 ARCC: Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee of the Board
3 NRCGC: Nomination, Remuneration and Corporate Governance
Committee of the Board

4.10

Remuneration of Directors

Except for the Executive Directors, if any from time to time
are in office, no Director of QFB shall receive from the Bank
any compensation other than the fees (including sitting fees)
which a Director is entitled to receive under the AOA and the
Remuneration Policy approved by the shareholders of
the Bank.

Name

Board-level
Membership at
QFB

Board-level
Membership and Senior
Positions in other
companies

QFB has in place a policy outlining the basis and method
of determining the Board remunerations which is approved
by the AGA.

H.E. Sheikh
Faisal bin
Thani Al Thani

• Chairman
of the Board
• Chairman
of EXCOM1

• Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Ooredoo
Group
• Board member of Qatar
Insurance Company.
• Chief of Asia-Pacific
& Africa Investments
at Qatar Investment
Authority

For the year 2021, the Board did not approve the payment
of remuneration for the board’s performance during the
year 2021 since the Bank failed to achieve the criteria for
such remuneration.
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4.11

Conflict of Interest and Insider Trading

•

Members of the Board and employees may not, in connection with their work, demand nor accept from third-party payments or
other advantages for themselves or for any other person or grant third parties’ unlawful advantages.

•

Members of the Board are bound by QFB’s best interests. No member of the Board may pursue personal interests in his/her
decisions or use business opportunities intended for the Bank for himself/herself. The Board must disclose insider information
directly relating to the Bank without delay unless it is exempted from the disclosure requirement in an individual case.

•
•

All Board members, management and people who have access to the Bank’s financial results and obtain remuneration from the
Bank are prohibited from trading in QFB stock during the Blackout periods as per Qatar Stock Exchange’s and Article 111 of the
QFMA Listing Rules.
The Board members annually sign an Independence and Conflict of Interest Declaration to confirm that they are not aware of
any conflicts of interest that exists or is likely to exist with QFB and disclose their trading in the Bank’s securities during the
reported year as well as the trading of their spouses and minor children.
4.12

•
•

In 2021, the Board of Directors continued to comply with the policy and procedure for related-parties’ transactions, which
establishes the rules for the approval and execution of the related-parties transactions conducted directly by QFB or
by its subsidiaries.
QFB’s Directors have fully complied with this requirement during the year 2021. A special section of the financial statements
shows the principal transactions with related-parties undertaken by the Bank whenever approved and concluded.
Below is a table summarizing the said information:

Associates
Other
Senior
Management
Personnel

Purchase of
goods and
services

Unutilized
credit
facilities

Assets under
management

Fee
income

•
•

Related-Party Transactions

Nature of
relationship

•

•
•

Financings
assets
and other
receivables

Other
payables

Expenses
including
provision
incurred/
(reversed)

-

15,254

17,779

-

-

6,083

)633(

3,387

9,100

20,212

100,000

97,092

-

-

-

-

1,710

-

364

-

-

•

•
4.13

Role and Responsibilities of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors approved the Board’s Charter which describes the role and responsibilities of QFB’s Board of Directors
in accordance with the Bank’s AOA and the applicable laws and regulations.
QFB’s Board enjoys the widest powers necessary to carry out the activities and functions required to fulfil the objectives of
the Bank. The Board is responsible for the development of a strategy for the Bank and ensuring that the Bank manages risk
effectively through approving and monitoring the Bank’s risk appetite. The Board equally monitor and oversee the Bank’s
operations and ensure their compliance with the statutory and regulatory requirements and obligations.

•
•
•
•
•

The main responsibilities of the Board are as follows:
•
•
•
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Adopt a corporate governance manual for the Bank that ensures implementation of solid internal controls and disclosure
controls and the establishment of adequate policies and procedures to ensure that the Bank operates at all times within the
applicable regulatory and statutory framework;
Adopt and review the strategic directions of the Bank, including, as appropriate, the strategies for each of the main business
units of the Bank;
Determine, review and approve the financial objectives and results, accounting policies and principles, and annual budget
of the Bank;

Approve and monitor the Bank’s risk management
strategy, risk appetite and risk policies;
Ensure that the Management adopts an appropriate
framework to ensure the effective management of risk,
including appropriate systems, policies and controls;
Monitor the Bank’s capital structure;
Supervising the main capital expenses of the company
and acquisition/disposal of assets;
Consider any emerging issues and matters which may
have a material impact on the Bank’s business and affairs;
Receive regular financial performance reports from the
Management and monitor actual performance in light
of the Bank’s strategic objectives and budgets;
Approve the appointment and compensation of senior
executive officers of the Bank and the compensation
and incentive pool for the staff;
Approve arrangements for the AGA and other general
meetings of the shareholders;
Recommend to the AGA approval of the Bank’s annual
report and accounts, the Board’s annual remuneration,
the appointment of external auditors and other items as
stipulated under the AOA of the Bank and the applicable
laws and regulations;
Determine the Bank’s dividend policy;
Determine and approve the Bank’s policies as required
under the corporate governance regulations and other
applicable laws and regulations
Receive and review reports prepared by the Management
on main material matters, including but not limited to:
- Relationship with regulatory authorities;
- Human Resources matters
- Litigation, claims and insurance matters;
- Fraud, security and compliance with anti-money
laundering (AML) and sanctions requirements;
- Business continuity management and
disaster recovery;
- Investor relations and corporate and
public communication;
- Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR);
- Information systems and technology; and
- Insider trading and whistle-blowing;
Receive and review the Minutes of the Board and
Board Committees;
Establish and review the charters of the
Board Committees;
Review the performance of the Board and Board
Committees on an annual basis;
Approve a delegation of authority matrix for expenditure,
lending and other risk exposures;
Extent of compliance with applicable statutory, regulatory
and banking requirements; and
Any other responsibilities as stipulated under the
applicable laws and regulations

4.14
•
•

Directors Obligations and Duties

To have the necessary skills, qualifications and
knowledge of the Bank’s affairs and business
To observe their fiduciary duty and act honestly and in
good faith with a view to protecting the best commercial
interests of the Bank

•
•
•
•
•

To observe confidentiality, conflict of interest and
transparency requirements when assuming their
responsibilities as Directors
To act in accordance with the obligations stipulated
under the AOA and all applicable laws and regulations.
Not to be convicted of any crime or felony or a crime
involving moral turpitude
To disclose any direct or indirect interests that they
may have in connection with the Bank and which could
conflict with the proper performance of their duties
To regularly attend and participate effectively in Board
meetings and general meetings of the shareholders

5. BOARD COMMITTEES
QFB’s Board has established three subcommittees to
assist the Board in discharging its duties and obligations
and provide more detailed review of important areas of
responsibility. The Board has approved the formation of
the following Board Committees and approved their charters.
The full responsibilities of the Board committees are detailed
in their respective charters:
5.1
The Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee
(“ARCC”)
ARCC responsibilities are divided as follows:
Supervision responsibilities:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

To supervise compliance with documented procedures
for the preparation and publication of the different
financial reports and any other financial information.
To supervise the internal control and audit mechanisms
for external financial reporting.
To ensure that the consolidated financial statements and
the condensed consolidated financial statements in the
half-year and the quarterly financial reports are prepared
in accordance with the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and International Accounting
Standards (IAS) and in accordance with the Accounting
Standards issued by the Accounting and Auditing
Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI).
To review the financial and accounting policies and
procedures of the Bank and express an opinion and
make recommendations to the board in this regard, as
well as review the company’s dealings with the related
parties, and ensure that such dealings comply with the
relevant controls.
To conduct investigations into financial control matters
when requested by the Board.
To oversee the accuracy and validity of the financial
reports and any disclosed numbers, data and financial
statements submitted to the General Assembly.
To consider reviewing and following up the external
auditor’s reports on the Bank financial statements
and ensuring their compliance with the implementation
of the International Standards on Auditing (ISA) in
accordance with the Accounting Standards issued by
the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic
Financial Institutions (AAOIFI).
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Duties regarding external auditors

Duties regarding compliance

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Meet with the external auditors at least once a year
to raise issues, ask questions and seek feedback from
external auditors.
Coordinate between the Internal Audit unit in the Bank
and the external auditor.
Ensure external auditor obtains significant clarifications
he/she requests from senior management regarding
the accounting records, the financial accounts or
control systems.
Ensure the timely reply by the board of directors to the
queries and matters contained in the external auditor’s
letters or reports.
Conduct a discussion with the external auditor and
senior executive management about risk audits especially
the appropriateness of the accounting decisions and
estimates, and submit them to the board to be included
in the annual report.
set the procedures of selecting and contracting with
and nominating external auditors, and ensuring their
independence while performing their work.

•
•
•

Duties regarding whistleblowing:
•
•

•

Duties regarding internal controls
•
•
•

The ARCC shall monitor the implementation of the
Whistleblowing Policy.
The ARCC shall establish performance measurement
schemes e.g. the number of complaints received, number
of investigations, and time to resolve a complaint and
corrective action taken.
The ARCC receive all complains from whistle-blowers
to ensure that serious concerns are properly raised and
addressed by the company.

5.2
The Nomination, Remuneration and Corporate
Governance Committee (“NRCGC”)
NRCGC identifies, selects and recommends nominees for
appointments and re-nomination to the Board for election by
the General Assembly and nominating those whom it deems
fit to fill any job of the senior executive management.

Duties regarding internal audit

The main responsibilities of the Committee are as follows:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Approve decisions regarding the appointment and
removal of the internal audit director.
Approve the Internal Audit Charter, Internal Audit
Manual and Annual Audit Plan.
Review with the internal audit director the budget,
resources plan, activities and organizational structure
of the Internal Audit function.
Review the performance of the internal audit
director in collaboration with the Nomination and
Remuneration Committee.
Review the effectiveness of the Internal Audit function,
including compliance with the standard for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing of the Institute
of Internal Auditors (IIA) and applicable internal audit
related regulatory requirements.

•

•

•

Duties regarding risk management

•

•
•

•

•
•
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Prepare and present to the Board, a proposed internal
control system for the Bank and conducting periodic
audits whenever necessary.
Coordinate the communications among the board and
management regarding the internal controls of the Bank.
Implement the assignments of the board regarding the
Bank’s internal controls.

Obtain regular updates from the Compliance and
Legal function regarding legal, corporate governance,
regulatory requirements, and compliance matters.
Review the process of communicating the Code of
Conduct to the employees and monitor compliance
with this.
Review the results of management’s investigation
and follow-up of any instances of non-compliance.
Review the findings of any examinations by regulatory
agencies and any auditor observations.

Review the systems of risk management.
Develop and regularly reviewing the company’s policies
on risk management.
Supervise the risk management training programs
prepared by the Bank and its nominees.
Prepare and submit periodic reports about risks and their
management within the Bank to the board.

•

Develop and see AGA approval of a Nomination
Policy that sets out a formal, rigorous and transparent
procedures to select candidates for Board memberships
and elect the fittest among them for board membership.
Ensure that Board nomination and election process is
undertaken in accordance with the Bank’s AOA and the
applicable laws and corporate governance regulations,
taking in consideration the ’Fit and proper guidelines’ for
nomination of board members
Assess the independence of independent non-executive
directors, on an annual basis at least, by taking into
account the interests disclosed by each director and other
relevant information.
Actively liaise with the relevant departments
of the Bank to study the requirement for executive
management personnel.
Develop succession plans and make recommendations
to the Board regarding plans for succession of directors
and executive management.
Recommend to the Board, the Bank’s Annual
Remuneration Policy identifying the remuneration
to be paid to the chairman and other executive, nonexecutive and independent board members.
Set the foundations of granting allowances and
incentives in the Bank and recommend to the Board the
remuneration payable to the executive management.

•

•

5.3

Ensure that remuneration packages are set at levels
that attract and retain talent, taking into account the
responsibilities and scope of the functions of the Board
Members and the executive management, as well as the
long-term performance of the Bank.
Review the Board and the Board Committees’
performance on an annual basis with the support of the
Board Secretary, who will report the results to the Board.
To this end, the Committee is responsible for submitting
an annual report to the Board, including a comprehensive
analysis of the board performance.

Main Decisions taken by the Board Committees in 2021

The Executive Committee of the Board (“EXCOM”)

- Recommended the approval of the key
control functions’ reports including
Internal Audit, Risk Management, and
Compliance and AML.

The key task of EXCOM is to handle the Bank’s strategy,
investments and financing by reviewing, evaluating and
recommending on the strategic plans and decisions made
by the Board, including:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Annual budgets and business plan
Oversight on the management’s implementation of
the Bank’s strategy and monitoring of actual financial,
operational and administrative performance of the Bank
against plans.
Review any urgent matter which, in the opinion of
the Chairman of the Board, does not permit the calling
of a regular or special meeting of the Board, as well
as approve the transactions if specifically delegated by
the Board on a case-to-case basis, and submit for Board
re-approval and/or ratification at the next board meeting.
Partial or full asset write-offs within its delegated
financial authorities, if any.
Capital and project, or other significant
overhead expenditure.
Material issues relating to the organizational structure
of the Bank.
Treasury activities and performance.
Acquisitions and disposals, where delegated
by the Board.
Investment diversification in terms of products
and markets.
Disaster Recovery, Business Continuity and Crisis
Management plans.
Assist the Board in coordinating, supervising
and monitoring the performance of the executive
management and general managers through periodic
reports to the Board.
Analyze and examine the Bank’s potential investment
opportunities and monitor the implementation of such
investment opportunities by the executive management.

Committee

Recommendations & Decisions issued
in 2021

ARCC

- Recommended the approval of the
Bank’s financial statements, the External
Auditor’s reports on the financial
statements, including provisions,
write-offs, valuations, and related parties’
transactions;

EXCOM

- Recommended the approval of a new
strategic plan
- Annual budget and business plan along
with the explanations and justifications
for the adoption and subsequent changes
relating to these;
- Recommended the approval of the
Bank’s deals, investments, and other
transactions undertake by during
the year 2021 in accordance with the
authority limit given to EXCOM as per
the DOA.

NRCGC

- Recommended the approval of the
annual report, corporate governance
report and management report
on ICOFR;
- Reviewed the Board, Board Committees
and executive management performance
for the year 2021
- Recommended the approval of the
appointment of Rajesh Bansal as the
Bank’s CFO;
- Recommended the approval of the
appointment of Abdulrahman Totonji
as permanent CEO.

5.4

Shari’a Supervisory Board (SSB)

The Shari’a Supervisory Board is an independent body
from the Board of Directors and advises the Board and the
Management of the Bank on Shari’a compliance matters and
guides the business and investment activities of the Bank to
ensure compliance with Shari’a principles.
The Articles of Association state that the SSB consists of
no less than Three (3) members and no more than Five (5)
members. As of 31 December 2021, the Shari’a Supervisory
Board consisted of three members presided by the Presiding
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Member elected by the members. The Shari’a Supervisory Board members are appointed by the Board of Directors for a threeyear term which may be renewed for additional terms. The SSB members do not hold any
executive roles within the Bank.

6. EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
AND MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES
6.1

Name

Position

Member Status

Dr Ali Al Quradaghi

Presiding Member

Independent Non-executive

Shaikh Dr Yahia Al Nuaimi

Member

Independent Non-executive

Shaikh Dr Sultan Al Hashemi

Member

Independent Non-executive

Management Committees

Board of Directors
ARCC1

EXCOM2

NRCGC3

Internal Audit

Chief Executive
Officer (CEO)

Shari'a
Supervisory Board

During the year 2021, the Shari’a Supervisory Board held 2 meetings and over 10 meetings through delegation of authority to
the Presiding Member of the Shari’a Supervisory Board. The meetings covered the following matters:
•
•

Provide advice and guidance to the Board and Management on Shari’a related matters and how to best comply with Shari’a
rules and principles at all time,
Provide Shari’a pronouncements and recommendations on the products, services, and transactions undertaken by the Bank.

Deputy CEO &
Chief
Investment
Officer

The SSB oversees the activities of the Shari’a Compliance function within the Bank and issues an annual report which includes
the details of the SSB’s activities during the reported year and the Zakat calculation due on each share. The annual report is
presented during the Annual General Assembly. It also reviews the Bank Financial Statements.

Investment
Real Estate
Middle
Office

Deputy Chief Head of Private Head of Legal &
Chief
Equity and
Compliance,
Operating
Financial
Corporate
Board Secretary
Officer (CFO) Officer (DCOO)
Banking

Private
Banking

Operations

Treasury

Information
Technology (IT)

Head of
Corporate
Services

Chief Risk
Officer
(CRO)

Shari'a
Compliance

Marketing &
Communications
Director

ARCC: Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee of the Board
EXCOM: Executive Committee of the Board
NRCGC: Nomination, Remuneration and Corporate Governance

1

Human
Resources (HR)

2

3

6.1.3 Assets & Liabilities Committee (ALCO)
QFB Board of Directors have approved the formation
• ALCO is the highest decision-making body in regards to
of the following committees which shall report to the
managing the Bank’s capital allocation and determining
CEO on their activities, who in turn reports back to theBoard of Directors
the best asset and liability management strategy for the
Board with regard to the conduct of the business of the
Bank and supervising its implementation with the aim to
Bank. The mandate of each committee is outlined in its
3
1
2
ARCC
profit income over both the short and long
relevant Terms of Reference which are
part of the Bank’s EXCOM maximize net NRCGC
term, within acceptable Board approved risk tolerances
Corporate Governance Manual:
for credit risk, liquidity risk, profit rate risk and capital.
Internal Audit
Chief Executive
Shria'h
Shria'h
6.1.1 Investment Committee (IC)
• Ensures that the pricing of QFB funding sources are
Officer (CEO)
Supervisory
Compliance
properly monitored, allocated and managed in a way to
Board
maximize profit and manage the liquidity and profit rate
• Reviews, recommends and/or approves
risk. The day-to-day asset and liability management is
investment opportunities.
delegated to the Bank’s Treasury Department.
• Reviews the status of the existing investments.
• Deputy
Monitors
the performance
of the Bank’s
CEOand
& reviews
Deputy Chief
Private Equity
Legal &
Corporate
Investment
Chief Risk
Marketing &
Chief
Operating
Compliance
Services
Communications
6.1.4
IT Governance (ITGC) Officer
investment
portfolio
activities.and Corporate
Investment

Officer

(DCOO)
6.1.2 Officer
Credit Committee
(CC)

•

•
•
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Banking

Approves credit requests within the limits of its delegated
Operations
authority,Private
and reviews, recommends
and implements,
Banking
approved credit policies and procedures relating
to the Bank.
Treasury
Information
Reviews all delegatedTechnology
credit authorities
and recommends
(IT)
amendments to the Board where appropriate.
Monitors and reviews the performance of the credit
portfolio activities and recommends and/or escalates
credit proposals to the Board for decisions as necessary
on all credit related risk issues facing the Bank

•
•
•
•

Monitors the strategic direction of the IT Department to
ensure it supports QFB long-term goals within the ambit
of its strategic framework.
Understand risks and controls associated with IT
strategy to ensure appropriate mitigation is built into the
implementation process.
Discusses incidents occurred during the reporting
period and making sure preventative actions are
well implemented.
Monitors implementation of the IT strategy and
ensure that changing business needs are being met
in the context of the Company’s strategic goals and
competitive position.
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•

6.2

Provides financial oversight over the IT program as
the ITGC deems necessary, including ensuring an
appropriate framework within which budgetary decisions
are made and review possible staffing requirements.
Management Team

In 2021, the Board has approved a number of management
changes to onboard new management members that bring
proven expertise and experience across industries to lead
the growing business and ambitious strategy of the Bank.
Abdulrahman Totonji
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Appointed in 12 April 2021
Mr. Abdulrahman Totonji is a distinguished talent in business,
economics, and investments. He has extensive experience
in managing local and international real estate investments,
which enables him to lead QFB during this critical moment
of its history. He spent around six years managing a billionQAR Qatari investment portfolio. Additionally, he gained
experience over a period of six years investing in the US real
estate market. Abdulrahman obtained his master’s degree in
real estate finance from Georgetown University, Washington
DC and a Bachelor’s degree in business administration from
George Washington University.
The heads of key business and
control functions are as follows:
Ayman Zaidan
Deputy Chief Executive Officer (DCEO)
and Chief Investment Officer (CIO)
Appointed in 2020
Ayman brings with him over 26 years of experience
in Banking and Treasury activities. He joins QFB from
National Bank of Kuwait, where he was the General
Manager of the Treasury Group. Prior to that, Ayman
headed First Energy Bank Treasury department, where as
a Senior Executive Director, was a main contributor to the
establishment of the Bank. Ayman also spent 11 years at
the Arab Banking Corporation (ABC) in Bahrain where his
last position was Head of Structured and Islamic Derivatives.
Ayman spent his early years as Chief Dealer at the Bank
of Jordan, where he introduced derivatives to the banking
industry in Jordan and helped the Regulator in formulating
the Derivatives Rules and Regulations. Ayman holds a BSc.
in Accounting from the University of Jordan.
Rajesh Bansal
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
Appointed in 2021
Rajesh joined QFB in June 2021 as the CFO and brings
with him a diversified experience of 22 years from working
in Banks and MNCs across Qatar, UAE, Bahrain, and India.
Prior to joining QFB, Rajesh was the Vice President in
Mashreq Bank Qatar for a span of 7 years. As the CFO
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for Mashreq Qatar, he was a core member of the firm’s
Management Committee, Asset Liability Committee,
Steering Committee, Business Leadership Team, and
various other Governance Committees. Rajesh has steered
the finance function in other MNC Banks including Credit
Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank and ICICI Bank in
the Region. He was instrumental in modification of the
Credit to Deposit ratio with Qatar Central Bank for all
foreign banks in Qatar to promote the Banking assets in
Qatar. He also has a diversified industry experience of
seven years with top MNCs in India like Akzo Nobel and
Indian Oil Corporation in the early part of his career.
He is a qualified Chartered Accountant with an all-India
31st Rank, attained his CFA charter from the CFA Institute
USA in the year 2013 and became a Financial Risk Manager
in 2015 from GARP USA. He is also a Company Secretary
from the Institute of Company Secretaries of India.
Fulya Plas
Chief Risk Officer (CRO)
Appointed in 2021
Fulya Joined QFB as CRO in March 2021 with
over 22 years of financial risk management experience
in investment banking. Prior to joining QFB she was
employed at First Energy Bank, Bahrain in the capacity
of Managing Director - Head of Risk Management.
Further she brings wealth of experience as Senior
Vice President - Head of Risk Management at Seera
Investment Bank, Director of Risk Managemental at
Ryada Capital Investment Company (RCIC) Kuwait and
Industrial Development Bank of Turkey. She has extensive
exposure in market risk with the Basel II implementation.
Ms Plas holds a MSc in Risk Management and Insurance
from Cass Business School, London. She was granted
the Financial Risk Manager designation from the Global
Association of Risk Professionals (GARP) in 2003. Further
she followed her post graduate management studies
at Middlesex University, London and BSc Mathematic
Engineering from Istanbul Technical University.
Mohammed Mohammed
Deputy Chief Operating Officer (DCOO)
Appointed in 2021
Mohammed a seasoned corporate figure in Operation and
Human Resource functions joined QFB in 2020 as head
of Human Resources. Currently he spearheads Human
Resources, Operations and Information Technology
function at QFB in the capacity of Deputy Chief Operating
Officer (DCOO).
Mohammed’s experience covers several industries such
as Banking, Real Estate, Investments, Retail, Education, IT,
Telecom, Hospitality, Construction, Manufacturing, and F&B.
Mohammed holds an MBA – HR Concentration from Louisiana
State University and a BA in Business Administration from
AIU. He is also a Senior Certified Professional from the Society
of Human Resource Management.

Alexandre Bernassau
Head – Investment
Appointed in 2020
Alex joined QFB in 2020 as Head of Investments with over
15 years of experience in the file of investment management.
At QFB Alex is responsible for covering International
markets with a cross-asset mandate focusing on Real Estate,
Leasing Funds, and Structured Products.
Prior to joining QFB, Alex was Director of Investments at
Aspire Zone Foundation in Doha where he was responsible
for the private companies’ investment in Qatar and in
Europe. Alex started his career at ABN Amro in London in
a structuring role working on derivatives and investment
strategies, and went on to work as a trader and portfolio
manager for Conduit Capital Markets. He later worked
for AlgoAM in Zurich, an asset management boutique
firm servicing private and institutional clients.
Alex holds a French Engineering diploma, a doctoral
degree from Dauphine University in applied mathematics
and economics and an MSc from Cass Business School
in Mathematical Trading and Finance. Alex also holds an
Islamic Finance Qualification, is a certified FRM, a certified
ERP, and a CAIA Charter holder.
Thanwa Al Naimi
Head - Private Banking
Appointed in 2020
Thanwa an experienced Banker with over 24 Years of
Banking experience joined QFB in 2014 and currently
heads the Private Banking team in managing and
overseeing Investment and Wealth Management, the
private banking business and client base of QFB.
She has in-depth knowledge and experience in UHNWI
& HNWI client segment, Investments and Wealth
Management while she took the forefront role in
establishing the Private Banking business in QFB. Prior
to joining QFB she was the Zone Manager at Qatar Islamic
Bank (QIB) for a period of 16 Years.
She holds a bachelor’s degree in economics from Qatar
University and attended many courses in Private Banking,
Anti money laundry, Portfolio Management, Investment
and Wealth Management business.
Mohamad Abu-Khalaf
Head – Treasury
Appointed in 2020
Abu Khalaf is an executive banker and senior corporate
with over 30 years of experience across the banking and
corporate world, joined QFB in 2020 as Head of Treasury to
spearhead the overall Treasury functions and Investment
under Treasury book. He is well versatile in Funding and
Financial Engineering.

Prior joining to QFB he was the Director of Credit Risk
Management and Treasurer at Qatar Chemical and
Petrochemical Marketing and Distribution Company
(Muntajat) where he managed Bank operations, Cash
management, trade finance and Credit Risk. He also worked
as Deputy Head of Treasury and Financial Markets at
Commercial Bank of Qatar looking after Treasury Asset
& Liability Management, Funding and managing the
investment portfolio. He worked as Financial Analyst at
Treasury in Central Bank of Jordan also covering foreign
and International protocol and foreign debt unit (World
Bank and IMF).
He holds two Masters MSc. International Securities,
Investment and Banking. ISMA/ Reading University (UK)
and MSc. International Capital Markets from Brighton
University, UK. He graduated with B.Sc. Business
Administration and Economics from University of Jordan.
Suhaib AlMabrouk
Head - Private Equity and Corporate Banking
Appointed in 2020
Suhaib comes with over 17 years of banking experience from
multinational banks and joined QFB in 2014 as a Relationship
Manager where he gradually climbed the corporate ladder to
serve as the head of Private Equity and Corporate Banking.
He previously worked at Standard Charted Bank and Mashreq
Bank while he sits on the board of QFB’s various investments
in the health, retail and hospitality sectors located in the
Middle East, Europe and Turkey.
He holds an MBA from Herriot-Watt University, UK
Rita El Helou
Head - Legal, Compliance and Board Secretary
Appointed in 2021
Rita Helou joined QFB in June 2021 as Head of Legal and
Compliance, Board Secretary, bringing over 11 years of
experience in both private and public listed company in legal
and compliance and providing advises in commercial and
operational context. Previously, Rita worked with Vodafone
Qatar P.Q.S.C. for 8 years and during her employment with
Vodafone Qatar she was appointed as Head of Legal. Rita
also served as Company Secretary of Infinity Solutions LLC,
a wholly owned subsidiary of Vodafone Qatar established
in the Qatar Financial Centre and was responsible for the
management and co-ordination of all activities and meetings
related to Infinity Solutions LLC.
Rita holds a Master in Law from Lebanese University –
Filiere Francophone de Droit – Faculty of Law and Political
Science, Mini-MBA in Telecommunications - Telecom and
Tech Academy United Kingdom Academy (Qatar) and a
Leading Organisations in Disruptive Times Certificate
offered by INSEAD.
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Prem Anandh Kasilingam
Head – Operations
Appointed in 2019

Mirna Naccache
Director – Marketing and Communications
Appointed in 2021

Prem is a banking veteran who holds two decades of
banking experience joined QFB in August 2015 as senior
Manager Operations. He has an international experience in
securities, investments and cash management operations.
His extensive academic and banking experience enriched
QFB’s operational capabilities in domestic and international
markets to delight OFB’s customers in its growing phase
where currently he is heading QFB’s operations department.

Mirna holds a BA in Communications & Design from
the American University of Science and Technology,
Beirut – Lebanon, and she holds an Entrepreneurship &
Innovation in Emerging Economies Certificate from
Harvard Business School.

Prior to QFB, Prem was with Standard Chartered Bank
‘s Global Operations & Change Management unit based
in Singapore and he was managing Global Operations,
Implementation of Standard Operating Models and Systems
across 36 countries around the Globe. Prior to this Prem was
managing Global Custody Settlement Operations and Client
servicing for Standard Chartered Bank, Singapore
as a Senior Manager.
Prem holds a Master degree in Bank Management (MBM)
and Master of Business Administration (MBA). He is a
certified Project Management Professional (PMP) and
Certified Agile Practitioner by Project Management Institute
(PMI), USA. He is also certified by Blockchain council,
USA as a certified Block Chain and finance professional.
Ahmed Abou Elela
Head - Corporate Services
Appointed in 2020
Ahmed has over 18 years of experience in Corporate Services
and has worked for a multitude of companies
in the State of Qatar and is currently looking after the
Corporate Services department and Investor Relations.
Anoof Asker
Head - Information Technology
Appointed in 2021
Anoof holds a Master’s degree in information systems &
Project Management from Kingston University-London-UK.
He has over 15 years of experience in IT, Banking and
Project Management.
Prior to QFB, Anoof worked at Dukhan Bank, where he
was leading the EPMO & Digital Transformation programs
of the Bank.
Anoof successfully program managed the first merger in
Qatar between Barwa Bank and IBQ.
Before joining Dukhan Bank, Anoof worked at Emirates NBD
where he was leading technology projects related to Issuing
& Acquiring.
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Mirna has over 11 years of experience in strategic
communications, campaign & brand management, social
and digital marketing. She has award winning work while
working in big creative networks like Ogilvy & Mather
handling global, regional and local range of clients such
as Vodafone, and others in education, health, sports, arts &
culture, banking, and real estate. Previous experience includes
working with TripleTwo, Qatar Museums, and
The Creative Union where she drove 360 strategies &
campaign management and developed a solid advertisement
framework, and recently SkipCash, which is a Fintech startup
aiming to propel businesses and brands to new heights.
6.3

Compensation & Incentives

The Board of Directors of QFB approved a Remuneration
Policy that sets out the principles, content and method of
determining the compensation principles and guidelines
for the CEO, other senior executives and the staff. The
Board delegated the Nomination, Remuneration and
Corporate Governance Committee (“NRCGC”) to oversee
the implementation of the Policy. According to the Policy,
the NRCGC verifies that the Bank’s remuneration systems,
generally conform to efficient risk management practices
and regulatory requirements. It also reviews proposals for
remuneration systems and recommends variable remuneration
for employees to the Board for approval. In 2021, QFB
remuneration systems were exercised in compliance with its
approved policies and the applicable rules.
The compensation structure must be oriented towards the
sustainable growth of the Bank. The monetary compensation
elements shall comprise of fixed and variable elements. The
Board shall ensure that the variable compensation elements
are, in general, based on a multi-year assessment and the
long-term performance of the Bank. Both positive and negative
developments shall be taken into account when determining
variable compensation components. All compensation
components must be appropriate, both individually and
in total, and, in particular, must not encourage taking
unreasonable risks.
The annual Remuneration Policy planned for the next
financial year shall be submitted to the General Assembly for
its approval. Every change to the Remuneration Policy shall
also be submitted to the General Assembly for its approval.
As required by the Disclosure Policy, the remuneration for
directors and senior executive management shall be disclosed
in the Annual Report.

Key management compensation as disclosed under Note 25
of the Audited Financial Statement for the year ended
31 December 2021 were as follows:
Description

Remuneration
(expressed in
QAR’000)

Senior management personnel
Shari’a Supervisory Board
remuneration
Total Compensation
6.4

15,040
480
15,520

Senior Management Performance Review

As part of the Remuneration Policy, the Board has
completed an annual assessment of the senior management.
The results reflected continued satisfaction with the Executive
Management’s performance on Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) set by the Board. The financial and non-financial
achievements highlighted in the Annual Report reflect the
Executive Management’s delivery on those KPIs.
6.5

Succession Planning

The Board of QFB has adopted a policy on succession
planning in order to ensure continuity in the Bank’s corporate
culture. The policy sets out the criteria identified for the
succession plans covering top and senior management in
general, in order to guarantee the continuity of business
strategies. The Policy covers that QFB shall focus on
developing internal talents in order to retain the top skilled
staff through ongoing staff training and development.

7. RISK GOVERNANCE
& INTERNAL CONTROLS
7.1

Risk Governance

QFB’s internal control and risk management system
is designed to contribute to the operation of a healthy
and proper business, consistent with the objectives
established by the Board of Directors, by identifying,
managing and monitoring the principal risks faced by the
Bank. The responsibility for the adoption of an adequate
internal control and risk management system lies with
the Board of Directors which, with the support of the
ARCC, carries out the tasks assigned to it in the Corporate
Governance rules and regulations.
The Bank applies the principles of sound corporate
governance to the identification, measurement, monitoring,
and controlling of risks, ensuring that risk-taking activities
are in line with the Bank’s strategy. QFB ensures that its
Board, Committees, Executive Management, officers, and
staff focus fully on their defined roles and responsibilities
in relation to risk management.

The Board of Directors takes the lead in establishing the
tone at the top by promoting risk awareness within a sound
risk culture by conveying its expectations to all employees
that the Board does not support excessive risk taking, and
that all employees are responsible for ensuring the Bank
operates within the established risk limits. The Executive
Management implements and reinforces a sound risk
culture and provides incentives that reward risk-adjusted
approach towards transactions and dealings. The Bank’s
risk strategy revolves around the continuous assessment
of the aggregate level and types of risk that the Board and
Executive Management are willing to assume to achieve
the Bank’s goals, objectives, and operating plan, consistent
with applicable capital, liquidity, and other requirements.
The Risk Management Framework within QFB includes the
policies, processes, personnel, and control systems used to
identify, measure, monitor, control, and report risk exposures
consistent with the Board-established business strategy.
The Risk Management Framework within QFB includes the
policies, processes, personnel, and control systems used
to identify, measure, monitor, control, and report risk
exposures consistent with the Board-established risk appetite.
The Chief Risk Officer has primary responsibility
for overseeing the development and implementation
of the Bank’s independent risk management function.
This includes, among others, the ongoing strengthening of
staff skills and enhancements to risk management systems,
policies, processes, quantitative models, and reports as
necessary to ensure the Bank’s risk management capabilities
are sufficiently robust and effective to fully support its
strategic objectives and all of its risk-taking activities. The
Chief Risk Officer reports on quarterly basis to the ARCC
on all major risks that the Bank faces. The Chief Risk
Officer is also a permanent member of the management
committees: (i) Investment Committee (ii) Credit
Committee (iii) Assets and Liabilities Committee
(iv) IT Governance Committee.
At QFB, the basis for efficient risk management is a strong,
shared risk culture. The Bank’s functions for internal control
and risk management are based on three lines of defence:
First line of defence – risk management by business units
The first line of defence refers to all risk management
activities carried out by the business operations. Each
business function owns the risks within their respective
area of responsibility and are also responsible for ensuring
that structures for internal control and reliable processes
are in place so that risks are identified, assessed, managed,
monitored, reported and kept within the Bank’s business
strategy and in accordance with the Risk Management
Framework. First line responsibilities also include
establishing a relevant governance structure to ensure
compliance with regulatory and policy requirements.
Additionally, the Chief Risk Officer has reported on quarterly
basis to the ARCC on all major risks that the Bank faces.
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Second line of defence – independent control functions

7.2

The second line of defence refers to the independent
control functions, including the Risk Department and the
Compliance Department. These functions define the risk
management framework, which covers all material risks
within the Bank. The framework determines how risks are
identified, assessed, measured, managed, monitored and
reported. The second line of defence also monitors and
assesses the efficiency of the risk management processes
and controls implemented by relevant risk owners. The
second line of defence challenges and validates the first
line’s risk management activities, controls and analyses
the Bank’s material risks, and provides the CEO, Board
and ARCC with independent risk reporting.

The Bank’s internal control framework is embedded within
the Bank’s Corporate Governance Framework and the entire
body of policies and procedures implemented across the
Bank’s departments and functions. Each document within
that universe outlines the set of controls relevant to the
activity or the department.

The second line of defence is organizationally independent
from first line and does not carry out operational activities
in the business or the unit they monitor and control.

The Board of Directors has the ultimate responsibility
to ensure that the internal control framework of the Bank
is effective and sufficiently addresses the risks associated
with the Bank’s internal and external activities. The Board
delegates part of that responsibility to the ARCC which
is tasked with monitoring the effectiveness and efficiency
of the Bank’s internal control framework. The ARCC
oversees the control functions (risk, compliance, internal
audit) which report on regular basis on the relevant risks.
The internal audit function is the chief champion of
internal control effectiveness. It audits all departments
and functions to assess the effectiveness of the controls
within each department and function, identifies gaps, and
provides remedies and corrective measures. Such reviews
include all material controls, including financial, operational
and compliance controls, risk management systems, and
regulatory issues. The internal audit reports to the ARCC
on the adequacy of the existing internal controls among
other matters. In evaluating the impact of such assessments
on the Bank, the Board and ARCC take into consideration
the results of the Bank’s external auditor’s evaluation.
This internal control framework aims to safeguard
shareholders’ investment and the Bank’s assets and
to ensure the reliability of the Bank’s financial record keeping
and reporting.

Third line of defence – Internal Audit (IA)
The day-to-day Internal Audit tasks has been outsourced
to Deloitte and the management function of the internal
audit was internally managed by Chief Risk officer during
first quarter of 2021. Full time Senior Internal Auditor
was onboarded effective from April 2021, along with the
assistance of Deloitte had handled the internal audit
functions roles and responsibilities thereafter.
The Internal Auditor is appointed by and reports to the
ARCC and thus is independent of the executive management.
It is Management’s responsibility to develop and maintain
sound systems of Governance, Risk Management & Control
Processes and for all identification, prevention and detection
of irregularities and fraud. The purpose of Internal Audit’s
reviews is to create improvements in the Bank’s operations
by independently evaluating the Bank’s governance, risk
management and internal control processes. The Internal
Audit activities are based on a policy established by the
Board and performed using a risk-based audit methodology
in accordance with internationally accepted standards issued
by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) and best practices.
Internal Audit prepares an annual risk-based analysis and
an audit plan that are approved by the ARCC, and which
can be revised and updated as needed in line with the
business growth.
Audit reports are submitted to management and the
conclusions, together with the measures that will be taken
and their status, are compiled in quarterly reports that are
submitted to ARCC and the Board for review and action.
IA also reports on the internal audit activity’s purpose,
authority, responsibility, and performance relative to its plan
and other matters needed or requested by the Board for their
review and action. In 2021, the Audit, Risk & Compliance
Committee (ARCC) was updated by Internal Audit on key
audit findings and observations, related risk thereof along
with recommendations for ratification and improvement,
total number of observations raised for functions/activities
reviewed during the period in line with approved audit plan.
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Internal Controls

The Articles of Association set out the limits on the Board’s
authority and refers all matters outside that scope of
authority to the General Assembly. The authorities delegated
from the Board to the Executive Management and other
functions within the Bank are set out in the Delegation
of Authority Matrix and the relevant policies.

Also, the Bank successfully conducted an assessment
of its internal controls on financial reporting and issued
its management report on the effectiveness of its internal
controls on financial reporting (ICOFR) for the year 2021 in
accordance with the requirements of the QFCRA and QFMA.
7.3

Shari’a Compliance

The Shari’a Compliance function coordinates closely with
the Shari’a Supervisory Board to ensure the adherence of the
Bank to Shari’a principles. The Shari’a Compliance function
operates as an extension of the Compliance function and
aligns its tasks with the mandate of the Compliance function.
At QFB, the role is performed by the Shari’a Compliance
Senior Manager. The Shari’a Compliance acts as the secretary
of the Shari’a Supervisory Board (SSB) and prepares all the
minutes, pronouncements, and resolutions of the Shari’a
Supervisory Board. The SSB also prepares the Annual Shari’a
Report in conjunction with the Bank’s Annual Report which

is presented to the shareholders during the Annual General
Assembly and is published on the Bank’s website. The SSB
provides a sounding board to the Executive Management
on Shari’a-related matters, and provides feedback on the
compliance, or possible non-compliance of the Bank’s
activities with Shari’a principles including feedback on the
following:
•

The structures of investment and financing products and
services and how the structures could be aligned with
Shari’a principles.

•

Align legal documentation to Shari’a principles,
including the terms and conditions contained in the
forms, contracts, agreements, or other documents used in
executing the investment and financing transactions

7.4

Internal Audit (IA)

The objective of Internal Audit is to provide independent
and objective assessment and consulting service to add
value and improve an organization’s governance, risk
management, and control processes. The purpose is to
determine whether the Bank’s Control, Risk Management
and Governance processes have been designed and
implemented by the Management adequately and
effectively.
IA performs independent Audit for the Bank covering
all businesses and functions. IA uses risk-based Audit
methodology in line with the IIA guidelines, applicable
internal audit related regulatory requirements and
corporate governance principles and best practices. IA
performs annual risk-based assessment using broad level
guidelines to establish a Risk based Audit plan (RBIA) for
approval by the ARCC. Any subsequent material changes
are proposed to ARCC for their approval.
Audit reports are submitted to management which
includes observations/exceptions, risk implications,
recommendations, conclusions, and their status etc.
Exceptions are regular tracked for remediation and
corrective action by the management and independently
validated prior to their closure.
Internal Audit coordinator/executive periodically attends
ARCC meetings and reports on the internal audit activity’s
purpose, authority, responsibility, and performance relative
to its plan, significant risk exposures and control issues and
other matters needed or requested by the Board for their
review and action.
In addition to its assurance role, the IA function provides
adequate support and advice to the different business
and control functions of the Bank, without exercising
any decision-making/authorization responsibilities or in
contradiction of independence requirements of Internal
Auditors. The IA contributes to sound management of the
Bank by providing feedback and advice on the reliability of
the systems and operations, the adequacy of policies and
procedures and the framework of risk management.

7.5

External Auditors

Appointment, Replacement and Duration in Office
At this Report date, Ernst & Young (EY) serve as the external
auditors of the Bank. The consolidated financial statements
and the statutory accounts of QFB are audited by EY.
The external auditors are elected for one-year periods at the
Annual General Assembly of shareholders and were
re-elected at the AGA 2021. EY was first elected on 7 April
2020. The external auditors’ performance is reviewed by the
ARCC on a yearly basis, following which a recommendation
is submitted to the Board for replacement or re-appointment.
Fees and Autonomy
According to the AOA of the Bank, the Annual General
Assembly appoints the external auditors and determines
their remuneration, based on a recommendation submitted
by the Board to this end. In the spirit of upholding good
corporate governance, the ARCC periodically conducts
appraisals of the audit mandate, in which budget issues, in
particular, are reviewed to ensure audit fees are kept at a
competitive level in the best interests of shareholders. The
external auditors act with autonomy, independence, and
with regard to the shareholders that elected them.
Access to Information
The Board of Directors of QFB adopted a procedure for
information flows to the external auditors, in order to
guarantee the transparent management of the Bank’s
business, establish conditions for the effective and efficient
management and control of the activities of the Bank, the
operations of the business by the Board of Directors, and
provide the external auditors with the sources of information
needed for the efficient performance of their supervisory role
Supervision and control vis-à-vis the External Auditors
The Board of Directors is responsible for the acceptance and
processing of the reports from the external auditors. In this,
the Board of Directors is supported by the Audit, Risk and
Compliance Committee (ARCC), which periodically interacts
with and monitors the qualification, independence and
performance of the external auditors.
EY meets regularly with the ARCC and the Board of
Directors to evaluate all audit findings. ARCC is charged with
conducting its assessment of the findings and reporting
accordingly to the Board. During the 2021 financial year,
the external auditors participated in three (3) meetings of
the ARCC in order to discuss audit processes as well as
regulatory guidelines and monitoring. Among others, the
external auditors were also involved in evaluating findings
on risk factors and processes.
7.6

Compliance and Anti-Money Laundering (AML)

QFB dedicated a Compliance, Legal and Company
Secretary Department that works closely at every level of
the organization to ensure that the Bank’s internal
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regulations, processes and activities are constantly aligned
with the applicable regulatory framework and the strategic
objectives of the Bank, participating actively in the
identification of any non-compliance risks that might give
rise to judicial or administrative penalties, with consequent
reputational damage. Compliance main role is to ensure that
the Bank is conducting its activities in accordance with the
Board approved policies and the QFC, QFCRA, QFCA and
QFMA rules and regulations. The Head of Compliance
meets regularly with the ARCC to review the status of the
business is compliance with the procedures set by the Board,
to assess the compliance risks and opportunities faced at all
levels of the organization and elaborate specific plans
to address them.
The Compliance function identifies documents and assesses
the compliance risks associated with the Bank’s business
activities, including but not limited to the development of
new products and business practices, and the proposed
establishment of new types of business or customer
relationships, or material changes in the nature of such
relationships. Compliance risks include risk of legal or
regulatory sanctions, material financial loss, or loss to
reputation resulting from failure to comply with applicable
laws, regulations, and standards.
Other major responsibilities of the Compliance & AML
function include:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ensure adherence of departments, subsidiaries and
investee companies to the Rules and Regulations
concerning AML and CTF issues, regulatory circulars
and instructions, and any other relevant rules impacting
any aspect of the Bank’s activities.
Provide proper guidance and instructions to employees
on the proper application of AML and CFT related laws,
regulations, and standards.
Propose relevant recommendations to enhance/ improve
the internal control procedures that help mitigate noncompliance and AML/CTF sanctions and fraud risks.
Keep abreast with new laws and regulations and
informing the Executive Management and the concerned
departments for their timely implementation.
Monitor clients’ financial transactions, investigate,
and raise suspicious transaction reports to the
Qatar Financial Information Unit (QFIU) and the
regulatory authorities.
Ensure proper implementation of Client Due Diligence
and enhanced due diligence (EDD) for high-risk clients.
Ensure the proper implementation of FATCA and CRS
regulations; and
Provide training and awareness to the Bank’s staff on
governance, QFCRA regulations, AML/CTF, sanctions,
fraud, and FATCA/CRS regulations on frequent basis.

The Compliance function monitors and tests compliance
by performing independent compliance reviews to
identify regulatory breaches and noncompliance issues.
The results of the compliance reviews are reported to
the Board, ARCC, CEO and the concerned Executive
Management on a regular basis.
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The Compliance function provides regular quarterly reports
to the ARCC on the activities undertaken by the function
and raises any flags concerning possible breaches or gaps
in the Bank’s policies or practices. The reports provide and
recommend corrective measures and a list of remedies
applied to existing identified incidents.
At QFB, the Compliance function is performed by the
Compliance Department, headed by the Head of Compliance
who is supported by the Senior Compliance Manager which
assumes the responsibility of the Anti-Money Laundering
Reporting Officer for the Bank, and the Deputy Anti-Money
Laundering Reporting Officer.
The Head of Compliance has primary responsibility for
overseeing the development and implementation of the
Bank’s compliance and AML function. This includes,
among others, the ongoing strengthening of staff skills and
enhancements to compliance and AML, policies, processes,
and reports as necessary to ensure the Bank’s compliance
and regulatory risk management capabilities are sufficiently
robust and effective to fully support its strategic objectives.

7.8

Business Continuity Management

QFB has a Business Continuity Management policy that
sets the framework for the Bank to respond to internal and
external threats and ensures its preparedness, resilience and
ability to continue delivering its strategic goals when such
threats occur. In 2021, QFB continued to comply with all the
directives and instructions of the Ministry of Public Health
and other regulatory authorities in Qatar and developed
its capacities for mitigating the continuing effects of the
pandemic.
7.9

Policies approved by the Board

•

Board Charter

•

Board Code of Conduct

•

Board Induction and training Policy

•

Executive Committee Charter

•

ARCC Charter

•

NRCGC Charter

•

Nomination Policy for Board Members

•

Nomination Policy for Senior Management

•

Remuneration Policy

•

Board/Board Committees Performance Policy

•

Chairman Terms of Reference

•

CEO Terms of Reference

During 2021, the Compliance function updated the
AML policy and also provided regular monthly, quarterly,
and annual reporting to the following regulatory authorities:
QFCRA, QFCA, QFC, and supported the Corporate
Affairs department in its disclosures and reports to the QSE
and QFMA.

•

Board Secretary Terms of Reference

•

Related Parties Transaction Policy

•

Conflict of Interest Policy

•

Insider Trading Policy

•

Whistleblowing Policy

In addition, the Compliance function had undertaken the
following tasks during the year 2021:

•

External Audit Appointment Policy

•

Dividend Policy

•

Disclosure, Communications & IR Policy

•

Internal Audit Charter

•

Asset &Liabilities Committee (ALCO) Terms of Reference

•

Credit Committee Terms of Reference

•

Investment Committee Terms of Reference

•

Stakeholders Policy

•

Succession Planning Policy

•

CSR & ESG Policy

•

IT Governance Committee (ITGC) Terms of Reference

The Head of Compliance reports on quarterly basis to the
ARCC on all compliance and regulatory issues that the Bank
faces to ensure that the governance framework, policies and
procedures and practices relating to compliance matters
in QFB align well with global leading AML/CFT practice,
QFCRA’s regulations, and applicable regulations within the
State of Qatar.

•

•
•
•
•
7.7

Provided compliance advice and guidance on all daily
inquiries raised by the Bank’s Executive Management
and staff on any compliance related matters concerning
the Bank’s activities and operations.
Addressed all the Bank’s business units’ inquiries with
the regulators including the QFCRA and QFMA.
Completed all regulatory reporting requirements
for the year 2021.
Oversaw the implementation progress of QFCRA
notifications and advices.
Coordinated the implementation and improvement
of the KYC/AML/CTF risk-based approach controls.

8. EMPLOYEE AND OTHER
STAKEHOLDERS RIGHTS
The Corporate Governance Manual of QFB ensures that
the rights and responsibilities for the different parties in
the Bank, such as the board of directors, senior managers,
employees, shareholders and other stakeholders are
protected and fulfilled. QFB’s Corporate Governance
Manual ensures the Bank is run in the interests of
shareholders and other stakeholders, in such a way that the
Bank’s resources are used efficiently. QFB has identified
internal stakeholders such as the board, management
and employees; and external stakeholders such as the
regulators, customers, suppliers, and local community.
In protection of the employee and other stakeholders’ rights,
QFB ensures compliance with the corporate governance
principle that stakeholders should have access to information
that they need in order to make rational, informed decisions
and to protect themselves from negative consequences of
corporate actions. This is achieved through timely, accurate
and objective disclosure.
All QFB’s employees are provided with information
necessary to satisfy concerns regarding workplace
conditions, regulatory impact, commitment to the Bank’s
strategic objectives and other areas of corporate social
responsibility. Employees has also access to information
needed to make fully informed decisions, and to protect
themselves in the workplace and in other relations with the
Bank. Employees have also the right to express any concern
without the fear of being judged, reprimanded or subject to
any disciplinary action.
For all other stakeholders, QFB makes regular and timely
public announcements and disclosures in line with the
regulatory requirements to keep all stakeholders informed
of the Bank’s activities, services and products. This includes
financial data, information on new products and services, and
other key strategic decisions.

9. ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL
& GOVERNANCE (ESG)
As part of its commitment to ESG principles, QFB ensures
that sustainability associated with the conduct of the
activities of the Bank and with its dynamics of interaction
with all the stakeholders is maintained at all times. It also
ensures that the guidelines defined by the Board of Directors
are implemented.

Litigation and Legal Cases

During the year 2021, there were no major conflicts and/or
disputes that would have a significant impact on the Bank.
However, QFB does have several ongoing legal cases and
disputes that are minor in nature, both on an individual and
collective basis.
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QFB has in place a Corporate Social Responsibility &
Environmental, Social, and Governance Policy which was
approved by the Board to foster constructive relationships
with the communities QFB operates within and provides the
guidelines for its commitment to preserving the principles of
ESG within its practical reach and under the supervision of
the Board. In 2021, QFB employed a new Head of Marketing
and Communications with a view to foster its ESG and CSR
activities in the coming years as the Bank starts to grow and
make profit.
9.1

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Pursuant to the Qatar Law No. 13 of 2008 and the related
clarifications issued in 2012, as applicable to all Qatari
listed shareholding companies with publicly traded shares,
the Company is required to contribute 2.5% of its annual net
profits to the state social and sports fund. Accordingly, the
Bank will be contributing an amount of QAR 2.51 Million to
the Social & Sports Fund of the Government of Qatar
in 2021.
In October 2021, as part of the Bank’s CSR policy, QFB
partnered with several healthcare providers to promote
Breast Cancer Awareness, which is a very crucial initiative,
as early detection can result in the saving of many lives. In
November 2021, the HR Department of the Bank launched
an annual blood donation drive for volunteers within
the organization in cooperation with Hamad Medical
Corporation (HMC).

10. CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE DISCLOSURES
QFB has throughout 2021 complied with the disclosure
requirements set out in the rules and regulations of the
QFMA and the QSE, and particularly those stipulated under
Article 25 of the QFMA Corporate Governance Code.
10.1 Financial and Sensitive Information Disclosure to
Qatar Exchange
QFB ensured timely disclosure of its quarterly, semi-annual
and annual financial as well as all key and sensitive decision
taken by the Board and its subcommittees. This included the
announcement of the capital structure change, appointment
of new executive roles, launching of new investment
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products, Board meeting dates, AGA and EGA invitations,
agenda and resolutions, and other information with material
impact on the performance of the Bank or with potential
impact on the share price.
10.2 Website Disclosure

EXTERNAL AUDITORS
REPORT ON CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

QFB continues to update its website to include information
about the composition of the Board of Directors, Board
Committees, Management and major shareholders holding
5% and above of the Bank’s share capital. The Bank’s Annual
Reports and Corporate Governance reports can also be found
on the Bank’s website. As a general principle, QFB abstains
to comment, affirmatively or negatively, on rumors, unless
so requested by QSE or QFMA as a response to undisclosed
material information, noting that no such incident happened
during 2021.

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE
SHAREHOLDERS OF QATAR FIRST BANK L.L.C.
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10.3

In accordance with Article 24 of the Governance Code for
Companies & Legal Entities Listed on the Main Market
Issued by the Qatar Financial Markets Authority (QFMA)
Board pursuant to Decision No. (5) of 2016, we have carried
out a limited assurance engagement over the Board of
Directors’ assessment of compliance of Qatar First Bank
L.LC. (Public) (the “Bank”) with the QFMA’s law and relevant
legislations including the Governance Code for Companies &
Legal Entities Listed on the Main Market as at
31 December 2021.

Speaking on behalf of the Bank

QFB’s Board has delegated the authority to speak publicly
on behalf of the Bank to designated spokespersons.
The procedures are well defined under the Disclosure,
Communication and Investor Relations Policy of the Bank,
which sets out the disclosure and transparency principles
that the Bank has to comply with and the process to ensure
that the Bank is protected against reputational risk and
against any rumors or misstatements.
10.4

Whistleblowing Policy and Complaints Handling

QFB Board approved a Whistleblowing Policy and
delegated the ARCC with the authority to monitor the
implementation of the policy. The ARCC has established a
performance measurement schemes for the process adopted
to receive complaints, monitor the number of complaints
received, number of investigations, and time to resolve a
complaint and the corrective action taken. The details of the
whistleblowing process can be found in the Whistleblowing
Policy of the Bank.
In 2021, the ARCC has reviewed the whistle-blowing process
to ensure that no minor or serious concern were left without
being properly handled and addressed by the Bank; noting
that no material complaints or griefs were raised in 2021.

Reporting on the Compliance with the Qatar Financial
Markets Authority’s Law and relevant legislations including
the Governance Code for Companies & Legal Entities Listed
on the Main Market
Introduction

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and
Those Charged with Governance
The Board of Directors of the Bank is responsible for
preparing the accompanying ‘Annual Corporate Governance
Report 2021’ that covers at the minimum the requirements
of Article 4 of the Governance Code for Companies & Legal
Entities Listed on the Main Market issued by the QFMA’s
Board pursuant to Decision No. (5) of 2016 (the “Code”).
In the Annual Corporate Governance Report 2021, the Board
of Directors presents their statement on compliance with the
QFMA’s law and relevant legislations including the Code (the
“Directors’ Report”).
In addition, the Board of Directors of the Bank is responsible
for the design, implementation and maintenance of adequate
internal controls that would ensure the orderly and efficient
conduct of its business, including:
• adherence to Bank’s policies;
• the safeguarding of its assets;
• the prevention and detection of frauds and errors;
• the accuracy and completeness of the accounting records;
• the timely preparation of reliable financial information;
and
• compliance with applicable laws and regulations,
including the QFMA’s law and relevant legislations and
the Governance Code for Companies & Legal Entities
Listed on the Main Market issued by the QFMA’s Board
pursuant to Decision No. (5) of 2016.

Our Responsibilities
Our responsibility is to issue a limited assurance conclusion
on whether anything has come to our attention that causes
us to believe that the “Board of Directors’ Report on
compliance with the QFMA’s law and relevant legislations
including the Code” do not present fairly, in all material
respects, the Bank’s compliance with the QFMA’s law and
relevant legislations including the Code, based on our limited
assurance procedures.
We conducted our engagement in accordance with
International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000
(Revised) ‘Assurance Engagements Other Than Audits or
Reviews of Historical Financial Information’ issued by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
(‘IAASB’). This standard requires that we plan and perform
our procedures to obtain limited assurance about whether
anything has come to our attention that causes us to believe
that the Board of Directors’ statement of compliance with
the QFMA law and relevant legislations including the Code,
taken as a whole, is not prepared in all material respects in
accordance with the Code.
The procedures performed in a limited assurance
engagement vary in nature and timing from, and are less
in extent than for, a reasonable assurance engagement.
Consequently, the level of assurance obtained in a limited
assurance engagement is substantially lower than the
assurance that would have been obtained had a reasonable
assurance engagement been performed. We did not perform
any additional procedures that would have been required if
this were to be a reasonable assurance engagement.
Our limited assurance procedures comprise mainly of
inquiries of management to obtain an understanding of
the processes followed to identify the requirements of the
QFMA law and relevant legislations including the Code (the
“Requirements”); the procedures adopted by management
to comply with these Requirements; and the methodology
adopted by management to assess compliance with these
Requirements. When deemed necessary, we observed
evidences gathered by management to assess compliance
with the Requirements.
Our limited assurance procedures do not involve assessing
the qualitative aspects or effectiveness of the procedures
adopted by management to comply with the Requirements.
Therefore, we do not provide any assurance as to whether
the procedures adopted by management were functioning
effectively to achieve the objectives of the QFMA’s law and
relevant legislations, including the Code
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Inherent Limitations
Non-financial information is subject to more inherent
limitations than financial information, given the
characteristics of the subject matter and the methods used for
determining such information.
Many of the procedures followed by entities to adopt
governance and legal requirements depend on the
personnel applying the procedure, their interpretation of
the objective of such procedure, their assessment of whether
the compliance procedure was implemented effectively,
and in certain cases would not maintain audit trail. It is also
noticeable that the design of compliance procedures would
follow best practices that vary from one entity to another and
from one country to another, which do not form a clear set of
criteria to compare with.
Our Independence and Quality Control
In carrying out our work, we have complied with the
independence and other ethical requirements of the
International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
(including International Independence Standards) (“IESBA
code”) issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants, which is founded on fundamental principles of
integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care,
confidentiality and professional behaviour and the ethical
requirements that are relevant in the State of Qatar. We have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with
these requirements and the IESBA Code.
Our firm applies International Standard on Quality Control
1 and accordingly maintains a comprehensive system
of quality control including documented policies and
procedures regarding compliance with ethical requirements,
professional standards and applicable legal and regulatory
requirements.
Other information
The Board of Directors are responsible for the other
information. The other information comprises the
information included in the Bank’s Annual Corporate
Governance Report 2021, but does not include the Directors’
Report on compliance with QFMA’s law and relevant
legislations including the Code, and our report thereon.
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Our conclusion on the Directors’ Report does not cover
the other information and we do not and will not express
any form of assurance conclusion thereon. We have been
engaged by the Bank to provide a separate reasonable
assurance report on the Management’s Report on Internal
Control Framework over Financial Reporting, included within
the other information.
In connection with our engagement of the Directors’
report, our responsibility is to read the other information
identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other
information is materially inconsistent with the Directors’
report or our knowledge obtained in the engagement, or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed, on the other
information that we obtained prior to the date of this report,
we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this
other information, we are required to report that fact. We
have nothing to report in this regard.
When we read the complete Annual Corporate Governance
Report 2021, if we conclude that there is a material
misstatement therein, we are required to communicate the
matter to those charged with governance
Conclusion
Based on our limited assurance procedures, nothing has
come to our attention that causes us to believe that the
Board of Directors’ report on compliance with QFMA’s law
and relevant legislations including the Code do not present
fairly, in all material respects, the Bank’s compliance with the
QFMA’s law and relevant legislations including the Code.

Ahmed Sayed
of Ernst & Young
Auditor’s Registration No. 326
Doha, State of Qatar
Date: 15 March 2022

EXTERNAL AUDITORS
REPORT ON INTERNAL
CONTROLS OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING
INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE REPORT TO THE
SHAREHOLDERS OF QATAR FIRST BANK L.L.C.
(PUBLIC)
Reporting on the Description of the Processes and Internal
Controls and Suitability of the Design, Implementation and
Operating Effectiveness of Internal Controls over Financial
Reporting
Introduction
In accordance with Article 24 of the Governance Code for
Companies & Legal Entities Listed on the Main Market
Issued by the Qatar Financial Markets Authority (“QFMA”)
Board pursuant to Decision No. (5) of 2016, we have carried
out a reasonable assurance engagement over the Board of
Directors’ description of the processes and internal controls
and assessment of suitability of the design, implementation
and operating effectiveness of Qatar First Bank L.L.C.
(Public) (the “Bank’s”) and its subsidiaries (together referred
to as the “Group’s”) internal controls over financial reporting
as at 31 December 2021.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and
Those Charged with Governance
The Board of Directors of the Bank is responsible for
preparing the accompanying Management’s Report on
Internal Control over Financial Reporting that covers at the
minimum the requirements of Article 4 of the Governance
Code for Companies & Legal Entities Listed on the Main
Market issued by the QFMA’s Board pursuant to Decision
No. (5) of 2016 (the ‘Code’).
The Board of Directors present in their Annual Corporate
Governance Report 2021, the Management’s Report on
Internal Control over Financial Reporting, which includes:
• the Board of Directors’ assessment of the suitability of
design, implementation and operating effectiveness of
internal control framework over financial reporting;
• the description of the process and internal controls over
financial reporting for the processes of treasury, private
equity investments, private banking, human resources and
payroll, general ledger and financial reporting and entitylevel controls;
• the control objectives; identifying the risks that threaten
the achievement of the control objectives;
• designing and implementing controls that are operating
effectively to achieve the stated control objectives; and
• identification of control gaps and failures; how they are
remediated; and procedures set to prevent such failures or
to close control gaps.

The Board of Directors is responsible for establishing
and maintaining internal financial controls based on the
criteria of framework issued by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(“COSO framework”).
These responsibilities include the design, implementation,
operation and maintenance of adequate internal financial
controls that if operating effectively would ensure the orderly
and efficient conduct of its business, including:
• adherence to Bank’s policies;
• the safeguarding of its assets;
• the prevention and detection of frauds and errors;
• the accuracy and completeness of the accounting records;
• the timely preparation of reliable financial information;
and
• compliance with applicable laws and regulations,
including the QFMA’s law and relevant legislations and
the Governance Code for Companies & Legal Entities
Listed on the Main Market issued by the QFMA’s Board
pursuant to Decision No. (5) of 2016.
Our Responsibilities
Our responsibilities are to express a reasonable assurance
opinion on the fairness of the presentation of the “Board of
Directors’ description and on the suitability of the design,
implementation and operating effectiveness of the Bank’s
internal controls over financial reporting of Significant
Processes” presented in Management’s Report on Internal
Controls over Financial Reporting in the Annual Corporate
Governance Report 2021 to achieve the related control
objectives stated in that description based on our
assurance procedures.
We conducted our engagement in accordance with
International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000
(Revised) ‘Assurance Engagements Other Than Audits or
Reviews of Historical Financial Information’ issued by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
(‘IAASB’). This standard requires that we plan and perform
our procedures to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the Board of Directors’ description of the processes
and internal controls over financial reporting is fairly
presented and the internal controls were suitably designed,
implemented and operating effectively, in all material
respects, to achieve the related control objectives stated in
the description.
An assurance engagement to issue a reasonable assurance
opinion on the description of the processes and internal
controls and the design, implementation and operating
effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting
at an organization involves performing procedures to
obtain evidence about the fairness of the presentation
of the description of the processes and internal controls
and the suitability of design, implementation and operating
effectiveness of the controls. Our procedures on internal
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controls over financial reporting included, for all
significant processes:
• obtaining an understanding of internal controls over
financial reporting for all significant processes;
• assessing the risk that a material weakness exists; and
testing and evaluating the design, implementation and
operating effectiveness of internal control based on the
assessed risk.
A process is considered significant if a misstatement due
to fraud or error in the stream of transactions or financial
statement amount would reasonably be expected to affect the
decisions of the users of financial statements. For the purpose
of this engagement, the processes that were determined as
significant are: treasury, private equity investments, private
banking, human resources and payroll, general ledger and
financial reporting and entity-level controls.
In carrying out our engagement, we obtained understanding
of the following components of the control system:
1. Control environment
2. Risk assessment
3. Control activities
4. Information and communication
5. Monitoring
The procedures selected depend on our judgement, including
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the suitability of design, implementation and operating
effectiveness, whether due to fraud or error. Our procedures
also included assessing the risks that the Board of Directors’
description of the processes and internal controls is not fairly
presented and that the controls were not suitably designed,
implemented and operating effectively to achieve the related
control objectives stated in the Management’s Report on
Internal Controls over Financial Reporting presented in the
Annual Corporate Governance Report 2021.
An assurance engagement of this type also includes
evaluating Board of Directors’ assessment of the suitability
of the control objectives stated therein. It further includes
performing such other procedures as considered necessary in
the circumstances.
We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our conclusion on the
Bank’s internal control system over financial reporting
Meaning of Internal Controls over
Financial Reporting
An entity’s internal control over financial reporting is a
process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding
the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards.
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An entity’s internal control over financial reporting includes
those policies and procedures that:
1. pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and
dispositions of the assets of the entity;
2. provide reasonable assurance that transactions are
recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial
statements in accordance with the generally accepted
accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures
of the entity are being made only in accordance with
authorizations of the management of the entity; and
3. provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or
timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or
disposition of the entity’s assets that could have a material
effect on the financial statements, which would reasonably
be expected to impact the decisions of the users of
financial statements.
Inherent limitations
Non-financial performance information is subject to more
inherent limitations than financial information, given the
characteristics of the subject matter and the methods used for
determining such information.
Because of the inherent limitations of internal controls over
financial reporting, including the possibility of collusion
or improper management override of controls, material
misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not
be detected. Therefore, internal controls over financial
reporting may not prevent or detect all errors or omissions
in processing or reporting transactions and consequently
cannot provide absolute assurance that the control objectives
will be met.
In addition, projections of any evaluation of the internal
controls over financial reporting to future periods are subject
to the risk that the internal control over financial reporting
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or
that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures
may deteriorate.
Furthermore, the controls activities designed, implemented
and operated during the period covered by our assurance
report will not have retrospectively remedied any weaknesses
or deficiencies that existed in relation to the internal controls
over financial reporting prior to the date those controls were
placed in operation.

Our Independence and Quality Control
In carrying out our work, we have complied with the
independence and other ethical requirements of the Code of
Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International
Independence Standards) (“IESBA code”) issued by the
International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants, which
is founded on fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity,
professional competence and due care, confidentiality and
professional behaviour and the ethical requirements that are
relevant in State of Qatar. We have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and
the IESBA Code.
Our firm applies International Standard on Quality
Control 1 and accordingly maintains a comprehensive
system of quality control including documented policies
and procedures regarding compliance with ethical
requirements, professional standards and applicable legal
and regulatory requirements.
Other information
The Board of Directors are responsible for the other
information. The other information comprises the
information included in the Bank’s Annual Corporate
Governance Report 2021, but does not include the
Management’s Report on Internal Control Framework over
Financial Reporting, and our report thereon.
Our conclusion on the Management’s Report on Internal
Control Framework over Financial Reporting does not cover
the other information and we do not and will not express
any form of assurance conclusion thereon. We have been
engaged by the Bank to provide a separate limited assurance
report on the Directors’ Report on compliance with QFMA’s
law and relevant legislations including the Code, included
within the other information.

If, based on the work we have performed, on the other
information that we obtained prior to the date of this report,
we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this
other information, we are required to report that fact. We
have nothing to report in this regard.
When we read the complete Annual Corporate Governance
Report 2021, if we conclude that there is a material
misstatement therein, we are required to communicate the
matter to those charged with governance.
Conclusion
In our opinion, based on the results of our reasonable
assurance procedures:
a) the Management’s Report on Internal Control over
Financial Reporting presents fairly the Bank’s system that
had been designed as at 31 December 2021; and
b) the controls related to the control objectives were suitably
designed, implemented and operating effectively as at 31
December 2021,
in all material respects, based on the COSO framework.

Ahmed Sayed
Of Ernst & Young
Auditor’s Registration No.: 326
Doha, State of Qatar
Date: 15 March 2022

In connection with our engagement on the Management’s
Report on Internal Control Framework over Financial
Reporting, our responsibility is to read the other information
identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other
information is materially inconsistent with the Management’s
Report on Internal Control Framework over Financial
Reporting or our knowledge obtained in the engagement, or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated.

Many of the procedures followed by entities to adopt
governance and legal requirements depend on the
personnel applying the procedure, their interpretation of
the objective of such procedure, their assessment of whether
the compliance procedure was implemented effectively,
and in certain cases would not maintain audit trail. It is also
noticeable that the design of compliance procedures would
follow best practices that vary from one entity to another and
from one country to another, which do not form a clear set of
criteria to compare with.
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